Fashion House HIRMER Successfully Expands Internationally with Melissa

HIRMER in Munich is home to the world’s largest men’s-only fashion house. The company also offers its high-quality goods through a web shop. With Melissa’s solutions for address validation, HIRMER’s online store was able to successfully go international.

The HIRMER group brings together the tradition of a third-generation owner-operated Munich family company with the dynamism of a modern corporate group. As well as its original store, HIRMER offers fashion for big and tall men from many top brands on its website and in 15 branches across Germany and Austria. In order to encourage global sales, the website has been available in Czech, Polish and English since 2016. “Customer service is incredibly important to us. Our specialists are here to help with online shopping and to answer all kinds of questions about men’s clothing and our ordering processes,” said Markus Heitkamp, Head of Application Development at HIRMER.

Because Melissa checks and corrects addresses as they are entered into the online shop, we can ensure that our customers get their orders promptly, which increases their level of satisfaction.

– MARKUS HEITKAMP, HEAD OF APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AT HIRMER

“With the internationalization strategy that we have introduced, we aim to guarantee that same level of service for customers abroad and get their orders to them as quickly as possible – just like our customers in Germany,” Heitkamp adds.
TIMELY DELIVERIES AND BETTER SERVICE IMPROVE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

However, HIRMER’s online shop and its connected systems were not set up to handle non-German addresses. The company was also initially unable to check and display the various address formats that are possible in other countries. There are over 100 different address formats worldwide, structured in all sorts of ways. The town or city name may go before or after the postal code – or sometimes on a new line entirely. In some countries, it is essential to specify a recipient’s state or province in order for a delivery to reach them safely. Each country also has different local postage requirements to comply with. The printout on the address label therefore absolutely must match the country’s official format. “Incorrect or undeliverable delivery addresses delay and disrupt our logistical processes,” explained Heitkamp. “This results in delayed deliveries to customers – something we always want to avoid, as it negatively impacts customer satisfaction.”

With this in mind, the company sought a solution it could use to confirm the accuracy of foreign addresses. It needed to offer the option of integration via a web service interface, in order to make it easy to implement into the existing infrastructure and to enable seamless cooperation with other systems. The solution also needed to support many different address formats; allow secure, encrypted processing (via HTTPS) and deliver good results when validating addresses.

While evaluating the market, HIRMER discovered Melissa’s solutions, which are able to validate international addresses both in real-time and in batch. Following intensive testing, HIRMER decided to implement Melissa’s international address validation solution in 2018. Thanks to Melissa’s excellent documentation and support, the integration process was swift and trouble-free.

ACCURATE ADDRESSES IMPROVE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

These products come into play at two points: when checking out in the online shop, and when validating and correcting delivery addresses in the ERP system. “Because Melissa checks and corrects addresses as they are entered into the online shop, we can ensure that our customers get their orders promptly, which increases their level of satisfaction,” said Heitkamp. “Moreover, good data – which is to say, valid data – lets us address customers on a personalized, individual level, and improve our conversion and response rates.”

FAST, ON-TIME DELIVERY THANKS TO ADDRESS VALIDATION

Over 100,000 addresses ranging across 40 countries in Europe and North America are checked every year. By introducing Melissa’s solution, HIRMER was able to reduce its average delivery times for international customers by approximately one day. HIRMER is also very satisfied with Melissa’s customer service in terms of its speed and specialist support. Heitkamp sums it up thus: “With Melissa’s solutions, our online store was able to successfully go international. These solutions remain a key component of our ongoing expansion today.”

About HIRMER:

With over 9,000 square metres of sales floor, HIRMER – located on Kaufingerstrasse in the heart of Munich – is the world’s largest men’s-only fashion house. What makes this over-100-year-old traditional company special is its unique range of high-quality top brands, its outstanding consultants and its broad service offering, all of which help ensure a pleasant, stress-free shopping experience. For more information, visit www.hirmer.de and www.hirmer-grosse-groessen.de

About Melissa:

Melissa is a leading provider of data quality, identity verification and address management solutions. Melissa helps businesses win and retain customers, validate and correct contact details, optimize their marketing ROI and manage risk. Since 1985, Melissa has been a trusted partner for key industries like retail, education, healthcare, insurance, finance, and government. For more information, visit www.melissa.com